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From the Editor.
Welcome to the spring 2015 issue of
Tradelink’s Unplugged, a magazine that’s
more than just plumbing!
This issue is jam-packed full of the
latest and greatest products, handy info
on running your business, plus a few
interesting articles to keep you amused
while you’re on the john!
If you’re a maintenance plumber, your
day is busy, so it’s easy to quote ‘like for
like’ when you’re asked to replace a hot
water system. But, this might not be the
best option for the customer or your
bottom line. Find out how to boost your
bottom line with solar on pages 5–6.
A lack of understanding of what drains
should be used for is often the main
problem when it comes to blocked
drains. On page 8, we give you some tips
to give your customers about looking
after their pipes, so they don’t become a
pain in the proverbial!

The Internet is here for good, so if you
haven’t jumped feet first into the online
space yet, it’s high time to you did!
Creating an online presence is not hard
to do and it’s a great way to engage with
your customers (page 28).
And, check out the story on page
31 where our ‘plumber from the
trenches’ Matt Reynolds explains why
it’s important to recharge the most
important tool in your kit – you!
As always, we’re keen to know what you
think. So, drop us a line at
marketing@tradelink.com.au with any
feedback or ideas for stories you’d like
to see in Unplugged.
Until next time,
Ed.
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Do you like us?
Then like our Facebook page!
We promise we won’t post useless boring stuff like what
we ate on smoko or lame selfies … but we do promise
to share promotions and sales, the latest industry updates and a few
funnies.
Find us at facebook.com/tradelinkplumbingcentres, or simply type
‘Tradelink Plumbing Centres’ into your Facebook search bar.
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BOOST YOUR
BOTTOM LINE
WITH SOLAR
It’s easy to quote ‘like for like’ when
you’re asked to replace a hot water
system, but this might not be the
best option for the customer or your
bottom line.
Hot water systems are the most energy
intensive appliance in the home, so it’s
no wonder that more and more people
are harnessing the endless and free
supply of energy from the Sun.
Evacuated solar systems use tube
technology to capture energy from
the Sun and use this energy to turn
cold water that enters the tubes into
hot water and store it for later. They’re
lightweight, easy to install and need very
little maintenance.

According to a recent article by
RenewEconomy.com.au, the solar hot
water market has seen a surge in recent
months. RenewEconomy reported that
there’s been a 23 per cent increase in
the creation of small-scale technology
certificates (STCs) from solar hot water
installations in June 2015*. This is the
highest level for solar hot water during
the life of the Small-scale Renewable
Energy Scheme (SRES).
continued over >

This trend is somewhat due to seasonal
demands, but also a sign that Aussies
are becoming more energy savvy and
wanting energy efficient solutions.
On average, across Australia around
720,000 to 770,000 new hot water
heaters are installed each year, with
around 80 per cent being replacements
(source: ABS New Dwelling Completion
Data and Consultation RIS Heat Pump
Water Heaters July 2013).
It’s clear that solar hot water is a big
market that’s growing, so what can you
do to take advantage of this trend?
If you’re a maintenance plumber, your
day is busy, so it’s easy to quote ‘like for
like’ when you’re asked to replace a hot
water system. But, this might not be the
best option for the customer or your
bottom line.
Consider these two scenarios…
Scenario 1: Replace like for like.
You get called out to replace a hot
water tank. The customer has a 250
litre electric off-peak water heater and
three people live in the house. You quote
around $1,000–$1,200 to supply and
install a replacement 250 litre tank and
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install it the next day. Profit on the job
is around $200 and you replace about
one system per week (or 52 per year).
So, your profit on hot water for the
year is about $10,000.
Scenario 2: Recommend a solar
system.
Same situation but … Instead of just
quoting to replace the system like for
like, you have a chat to the customer
about other options, like solar hot
water. You explain that while it’s ok to
do a plain old swap over, running costs
will probably be higher. On the other
hand, they could choose a solar hot
water system, which would cost more
upfront, but has much lower ongoing
running costs and also qualifies for
up to $1,500 in incentives. You quote
around $5,000 to supply and install and
make around $1,000 profit on the job.
If just 20 percent of your customers
upgrade to solar, you’d make almost
double the profit for the year! It’s a win
win for everyone!

Have a think about how many hot water
tanks you replace each year and how
many you could upgrade to solar. How
much could upgrading customers to
solar boost your bottom line? Clearly, it
pays to have a chat before you replace a
hot water system.
If you’re not familiar with installing
evacuated tube systems, don’t worry.
Our friends at Apricus Australia have
offered to give you a hand to install your
first unit. They’ll meet you on site and it
won’t cost you a cent!
Call your local Tradelink or Northern's
branch to book a training session with
an Apricus solar hot water specialist
today.
*Read the full article at reneweconomy.
com.au/2015/solar-hot-waterinstallations-drive-uptick-in-smallrenewables-market-50596.

Pain in the Pipes

Tips to give your customers about looking after their pipes, so
they don’t become a pain in the proverbial!
As an expert plumber, you know the
telltale signs when something is out
of whack with a set of water pipes.
However, some of your customers don’t
know, and some that do know consider
it too much of a pain in the proverbial to
do anything about.
The first thing you need to do is work
on maintaining all customers’ pipes as
best you can, this step alone can often
limit how often their pipes clog up.
Tell your customers that there are some
signs that should never be ignored – if
there’s a smell coming from a drain or
the water seems to be having trouble
draining, it’s time they did something.
You should always aim to get to the clog
before it solidifies. You’ll know that once
solid the pipes become compromised

and more often than not can lead to a
burst pipe.
Customers’ lack of understanding of
what their drains should be used for
is often the main problem. Drains are
not a bin and it’s important you let your
customers know this. They are not a
place to dispose of cotton tips, oils,
paper towel, food scraps or the family
goldfish.
Newsflash – pipes are for water, sh!t and
a spot of loo paper!
So, what can you do and what else
should you tell your customers to do?
• Use chemicals that are safe for your
drain or natural alternatives for
cleaning, some chemicals will actually
work to deteriorate your pipes.

• Check the pipes regularly for wear
and tear.
• Flush drains with a half a cup of
baking soda and a cup of vinegar once
a month.
• Use your garbage disposal for plate
scraps only – not to clean out the
fridge.
• Use toilet paper in the toilet, don’t
make do with paper towels, serviettes
or the newspaper – and do not
dispose of any other household waste
in the toilet.
• Install new toilets when necessary,
you will find they often have larger
pipes so that waste can pass through
easier.
• And, PRESTO … pain in the pipes be
gone!

Acoustic Pipe
Available exclusively at your
local Tradelink branch
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Like Bees to a
Honey Pot

Tree roots can cause thousands of dollars
in damage to your customers’ pipes if
they’re not kept in check.
As we head into spring, not only do the
leaves return to the trees, the grass starts
to grow again – which means more time
spent mowing the lawn! Worse than
that though are the plants in everyone’s
gardens pushing their root systems
further into the ground seeking water and
nutrients.
Unfortunately, this often causes problems
with water pipes. You see, hot humid
conditions create condensation on the
outside of the water pipes and that
condensation draws roots towards it – just
like a honey pot draws bees.
Once those roots find the pipe it only
takes one hair-like root to get into a small
gap and, before you know it, a bundle of
roots will follow and start growing, causing
the pipes to block and crack. What a mess.

If they’re planting near pipes, smaller is
better, in this instance, size isn’t anything
to be embarrassed about!
If they’re way past the landscaping stage
and have got their garden looking Mickey
Mouse, then it’s onto Step 2. Tell them to
learn about the plants that are already in
their garden. Some plants are notorious
for seeking out water pipes. The worst
offenders are Camphor Laurel trees, Fig
trees, Rubber plants, Poplars and Willows.
If they have them, tell them it’s high time
they gave them their marching orders and
get rid of them.

There isn’t really a permanent solution,
but there are some steps your customers
can take to reduce future damage.

If the damage is already done, then it’s
over to you, the plumber, to use your
inspection camera, find the source of the
problem and clean it out. We think that a
high pressure flusher is your best option.
From this point it may or may not be
worth pulling the pipe up, depending on
the level of damage. Only you will know if
you need to do this.

Step 1. Tell them that it’s really important
that they consider the root systems of
plants before they do any landscaping.

So, sit back and wait for the call and be
there to lend a hand as soon as your
customer requires it.

So, what can you do and what do you tell
your customers?

BlackMAX™
PolyProPylene (PP) Stormwater
PiPe & fittingS
• Black in colour, yellow interior • Lightweight
• 6 metre lengths • Stiffness SN 8 (8,000 N/m.m.)
• DN225 to DN600 • Complies with AS/NZS 5065
• WSAA appraised life expectancy
in excess of 100 years

IPX/83-BMx

www.iplex.com.au
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DeWALT on Deck
Tradelink has joined forces with the
world’s leading professional power tool
brand, DeWALT to bring you quality tools
of the trade.
In 1923, Raymond DeWALT
invented the radial arm saw
that for decades continued to
set the standard for quality and
durability. It was the start of a
long-lasting reputation among
professional craftsmen, and over
the last 90 years DeWALT has
firmly cemented its standing for
designing, engineering and building
tough tools for tradies.
Fast forward to today and
Tradelink is proud to announce
that we’ve partnered with DeWALT
to bring you quality power tools
and accessories.
Why DeWALT?
DeWALT tools are powerful,
precise, rugged and reliable –
they’re Guaranteed Tough.
In fact, DeWALT are so confident
in the quality of their products
that they offer a three-year
limited warranty, one year free
service contract and 30 days no
risk satisfaction guarantee for
professional users (aka tradies)*.
But that’s not the only reason why
you should choose DeWALT.
Every year DeWALT speak to
around 20,000 tradies to get their
feedback. This gives DeWALT a
pretty good understanding about
how their products are performing
on the job and helps them develop
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even better products in the future.
They’re the industry leaders when
it comes to innovative products
and are regularly recognised by
international design awards.
DeWALT design and manufacture
their tools in-house to make sure
the quality of their tools tops the
most demanding job.
And, DeWALT’s cast-iron
guarantee and premium service
means you know you’re getting
only the highest quality products.
So, next time you’re in the market
for a new power tool (or just want
a shiny new toy to play with),
check out the DeWALT range.
Once you go DeWALT, we promise
you’ll never go back!
The DeWALT range of power tools
and accessories is coming to a
Tradelink branch near you soon!
Until then, check out the range at
dewalt.com.au.
*Conditions apply.
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Is That Valve WaterMarked?
When it comes to choosing WaterMarked valves, Tradelink and
Zetco have got your back.
The Plumbing Code of Australia
requires certain plumbing and
drainage products to be certified
under the WaterMark Certification
Scheme. And, as a plumber, it’s your
job to make sure the products you
install are certified.
The WaterMark Certification
Scheme is a mandatory certification
scheme for plumbing and drainage
products. The WaterMark confirms
that the product complies with the
Plumbing Code of Australia and the
relevant Australian Standards, which
relate to product quality, including
health and safety, and warrant that
it’s fit for purpose.
It’s important to note that not all
products need to be WaterMark
certified. (A list of products that
must be certified can be found
in the WaterMark Schedule of
Specifications on the Australian
Building Codes Board at
abcb.gov.au.)
One product that is on the list is
valves. So, it’s good to know that

our friends at Zetco have got your
back when it comes to WaterMarked
valves.
We asked Zetco a few questions
about how you can tell if a valve has
been WaterMark certified.
What makes a WaterMarked
product different?
In the case of brass valves, there
are three major differences. First,
WaterMarked brass valves are made
of DR brass. This means that the
brass is resistant to dezincification.
Second, the valves are manufactured
with threads that are compliant to
international standards to ensure
that you can achieve a proper seal.
And, finally, the valves have been
through a rigorous testing and
approval process to ensure that they
comply with the relevant Australian
Standards.
How can you tell if a valve is
WaterMarked?
First and foremost, look for the
WaterMark logo on the product.
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It should be clearly labelled on the
product or packaging.
If you’re not sure, ask for a copy
of the material data sheet (which
should specify the WaterMark
certification) or give your local
Tradelink branch a shout – they’ll be
happy to help.
Do all valves need to be
WaterMarked?
Once upon a time, only ball valves
were WaterMarked. But, these days,
all sorts of valves are approved,
including Y-strainers, swing and
spring check valves.
Generally, if the installation needs
to comply with AS 3500 then yes, it
must be WaterMarked! Saying that,
it’s highly likely that all the work you
do as a plumber falls within these
guidelines – so it is best to always
choose WaterMarked valves.
Tradelink and Northern's stock a full
range of Zetco WaterMarked valves.
Drop into your local branch or visit
zetco.com.au for more info.

Be Impressed
with Zetco

IAPMO WM-000110
AS 5830.1

Full range 15-50mm
Approved for water and gas
Press x press, press x female, press x male

AGA 5301
AS 4617

Nut & tail, which includes Zetco’s
continuous flow water heater kits
(Aust Pat No 2006 200 845 & Pat Appln No 2013 242 783)

Phone 1300 659 639

Email enquiries@zetco.com.au

www.zetco.com.au

Protect Your Customers’
Homes with Gutter Guard
It only takes one leaf and one storm to cost your customer
thousands in repair bills.
A build-up of leaves and other debris
in gutters can cause serious issues, like
flooding, fire or pest infestation. So, for
homeowners, maintaining their roof and
gutters is a no-brainer.

A better way for homeowners to
prevent blocked gutters – and reduce
these environmental and safety risks – is
an investment in gutter guards.

Unprotected gutters are hard to
maintain and need cleaning more
regularly, plus they increase the risk of:

Over-the-gutter protection like Blue
Mountain Mesh gives your customers
year-round, low-maintenance protection
that keeps gutters from getting blocked.

• DIY danger to homeowners cleaning
out gutters (i.e. falls from height)
• Blockages leading to flooding from
eaves and gutters
• Pest and vermin infestation
• Heavy fuel loads in gutters can trigger
a fire from one ember
• Gutters rusting out.
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Maintaining gutters is easy with Blue
Mountain Mesh gutter guard or ember
guard. There’s no need to remove it
to clean out gutters – homeowners
can simply use a leaf blower to remove
leaves and debris from on top of the
roof and then use a garden hose,

through the mesh, to wash out any fine
debris in the gutters. Easy!
From a minor leak to violently
destructive winds or storms, any
unwanted water intrusion can have a big
(and often costly) impact. Gutter guard
helps to protect and extend the life of
roofs, gutters and drainage systems –
safeguarding the home and valuable
contents inside.
Visit bluemountainmesh.com.au for
more info and helpful tips for tradies.

Tough Tapware
for Rough Playgrounds
Galvin Engineering’s range of school tapware is built tough for
even the roughest school yard.
Galvin Engineering’s school range,
includes laboratory taps, gas turrets,
vandal resistant tapware, bib taps, hose
taps, and drinking taps and bubblers.
Designed for the rough and tumble
environment of school playgrounds,
Galvin’s school taps are long lasting,
reliable, and easy to service and replace.
All tapware is approved to AS/NZS
3718, AGA and WELS rated (where
indicated), so you know you’re getting a
quality product that complies with your
local state departments.
All bubbler units are WaterMark
certified and 6-star WELS rated for longterm water and energy cost savings,
which is handy for the school facilities.

The Ezy range of bubblers is available
in cam, lever and push action
handle mechanism, which are all
interchangeable and simple to service.
Bubblers are fitted with unique rubber
mouth guards to stop kids damaging
their teeth and adjustable flow control
valves that make drinking water easy
for kids (and prevents them getting
splashed in the face!). The valves can
be adjusted on site to ensure the right
height and volume of water.

with robust vandal resistant handles and
durable components to increase the life
of the product.
Galvin’s school range is proudly
designed and manufactured in Australia,
which means that spare parts and
customer support is available locally.
Check out the range at
galvinengineering.com.au or drop
into your local Tradelink or Northern’s
Plumbing Supplies.

The School Laboratory ranges are
supplied with built-in check valves in the
tube nozzle (approved to AS2845.1)
that reduces the risk associated with
backflow incidents in laboratories. And
the Vandal Resistant tapware is designed

Providing
Australian
with reliable

Schools

Laboratory,
Gas & Drinking
Taps
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Boiling, Chilled and Filtered
Water from Rheem

The new Rheem On-Tap Boiling and Chilled Water Range is
stylish and practical.
Rheem’s new On-Tap boiling water units
give your customers filtered boiling
water and ambient temperature water
from a choice of two stylish taps.
Available in popular three-litre and fivelitre capacities, the units are installed
under the bench and have an inbuilt
5-micron filter and outlets for both

boiling water (pumped) and cold water.
A separate three-litre or six-litre slave
pumped chiller can be added to provide
filtered chilled water from the same tap.

Key features of the new range include:
• Modular design – for installation
flexibility.
• Energy saving features – a timer to
turn the unit off and a sleep mode
that powers down the unit when it’s
not in use.
• Choice of two stylish taps – the
sleek Aqua TapTM or the understated
Azure TapTM have been designed in
consultation with interior designers,
architects, plumbers and consultants
to match the most popular mixer tap
designs.
• Sink free kit – allowing for installation
on a bench where a kitchen sink is not
available. Each sink free kit contains
a drainage grate and a 60mm high
extension.
• Auto-calibration – allowing the unit
to be installed at any altitude and
automatically calibrate to 2˚C below
boiling point, so your cuppa is always
hot!
• Timer display – the timer display
shows the current time, day and
date, as well as a variety of diagnostic
features like remaining filter life.
• Safety features – including an
automatic time out to avoid
inadvertently leaving the tap in the on
position and a safety lock making it an
ideal choice when kids are around.
• Discreet ventilation – the chiller is
supplied with a discreet ventilation kit
that fits into the cupboard kick plate,
which means the unit can operate
efficiently and keep temperature and
moisture down in the cupboard.
For more info about Rheem’s On-Tap
boiling water units, visit rheem.com.
au or drop into your local Tradelink or
Northern's branch.
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Not all water heaters
are created equal.

Only Rheem features the REAL difference.
Rheem ‘491/492’ series 250L, 315L & 400L electric water heaters feature REAL
enhancements like commercial grade enamel, thicker anodes and a redesigned
cylinder top for a stronger, more durable product. All backed by a 10 year cylinder
warranty and Rheem’s 75 years of local engineering and manufacturing experience.
For more information, visit www.rheem.com.au/REAL or call 132 552.

COMES ON STEADY, HOT AND STRONG

INSTALL A

PRODUCT NAME
Boston 3 Function Shower On Rail, WELS 3 star 9L/min
Boston 3 Function Shower On Bracket, WELS 3 star 9L/min
Projix Side Lever Basin Mixer, WELS 4 star 7L/min
Projix Side Lever Gooseneck Basin Mixer, WELS 4 star 7L/min
Coral Semi Recessed Basin 1 Tap Hole
Orly Countertop Basin
Amethyst Small Wall Basin 1 Tap Hole
Sapphire Undermount Basin
Fall Wall Basin 1 Tap Hole
Saile Countertop Basin 1 Tap Hole
Serres Countertop Basin 1 Tap Hole
Coral Small Wall Basin 3 Tap Hole
Coral Small/Medium Basin Pedestal
Arnas Countertop Basin
Coral Large Wall Basin 3 Tap Hole
Amethyst Wall Basin 1 Tap Hole
Urban Wall Basin 1 Tap Hole
Coral Large Basin Pedestal
Edge Glass Shelf
Edge Glass Soap Holder
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ITEM CODE

PROMO PRICE
EX GST

122059
122060
116000
115999
112630
121565
117153
131871
119026
121562
121561
016646
114310
121564
016638
016696
119020
016648
122217
122214

$100
$75
$90
$90
$90
$190
$150
$90
$150
$150
$90
$90
$72
$90
$90
$90
$150
$72
$100
$35

PRODUCT NAME
Edge Single Towel Rail 450mm
Edge Single Towel Rail 600mm
Edge Single Towel Rail 750mm
Edge Double Towel Rail 450mm
Edge Double Towel Rail 600mm
Edge Double Towel Rail 750mm
Edge Towel Ring
Edge Robe Hook
Edge Glass Tumbler Holder
Edge Toilet Roll Holder
Edge Glass Soap Dispenser
Armada Close Coupled Suite (S Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Armada Close Coupled Suite (P Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Bella Plastic Cistern Suite (S Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Bella China Cistern Suite (S Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Bella Care Suite (S Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Bella Plastic Cistern Suite (P Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Andorra Close Coupled Suite (P Trap), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Urban Wall Suite (Back Entry), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L
Urban Back to Wall Suite (Bottom Entry), WELS 4 star 4.5/3L

ITEM CODE

PROMO PRICE
EX GST

122205
122206
122207
122208
122209
122210
122215
122212
122213
122211
122216
118258
118260
124632
114727
118266
124633
115465
114730
114731

$50
$60
$72
$80
$90
$100
$35
$20
$40
$30
$40
$140
$140
$120
$140
$140
$120
$150
$150
$150
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We’re Having Some
Work Done

Things are starting to look a little different at Tradelink…
You might have noticed things
looking a little different with
Tradelink. We’re not going to lie to
you, we’re having some work done.
And when we say “some” we mean
that we’re in the process of having
a complete makeover – nipples,
drain snakes and all.
Rest easy though, we’re keeping
the same old Tradelink spirit and
we promise that we’ll continue
to offer you no-fluff service with
a smile. We’ve just made some
improvements and, the best part
is, they’re not just skin deep.
Here’s a snapshot of the changes
we’re making:
We’re fixing our pricing.
In our industry, it’s all about getting
a fair price for a fair day’s work. So
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we’re fixing our prices so that they
are consistent and will reflect your
loyalty to us.

You’ll also notice we are spruiking a
fancy new logo!

We’re going to stock the stuff
you need.

We’re not saying that we can fix
it all overnight, but we’re a pretty
determined lot, so don’t expect us
to give up easily.

Stocking the everyday items that
you need is a bit of a no-brainer,
but we haven’t been doing this, so
that’s about to change. You’ve told
us what we need to have on hand
and we’re going to make sure it’s
available – always!

After working with you for years,
we know that if we drop the ball,
you’ll tell us. Tradies are known for
a bit of straight between-the-eyes
honesty and that’s how we like it.
No fluff.

We’re going to deliver on time
and in full, every time.
Failing to deliver your order in full
and on time affects your business
and can cost you money. So yep,
you guessed it, we’re fixing that
too.

So, thanks for sticking by us
through thick and thin. We’ve
heard your feedback, loud and
clear, and we’re determined to fix
it.
We look forward to revealing more
about these exciting improvements
soon!

The New
Caroma TMV20
The new high performance Caroma Thermostatic Mixing Valve (TMV20), designed to
comply with AS4032.1 offers the ideal solution for healthcare and commercial applications.
Caroma’s TMV20 can service multiple outlets simultaneously, safely supplying 42L/min of
mixed water to plus or minus 2˚Celcius within a range of inlet pressures and temperatures.
The TMV features a removable cartridge which allows for quick and simple onsite servicing
which will minimise disruption to the facility and save time.

Discover more at specify.caroma.com.au

Introducing Caroma’s
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
Caroma has added a new product to the mix with its first high
performance Thermostatic Mixing Valve (TMV20).
Caroma’s TMV20 sets the standard
for functionality, reliability and safety.
Designed to comply with AS4032.1
Thermostatic Mixing Valves, the TMV20
helps prevents scalding by regulating the
flow of hot and cold water.
The TMV20 can service multiple outlets
simultaneously, safely supplying 42 litre/
minute of mixed water to plus or minus
2°C within a range of inlet pressures and
temperatures.
It’s ideal for hospitals, aged care facilities
and childcare centres where safety and
water temperature control is critical,
offering protection against scalding with
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a rapid shut-down of mixed water flow
from the outlet.

Standard Top Inlet with Bypass, along
with a broad range of spare parts.

The TMV20 also features a removable
cartridge for ease of service. This handy
design allows for quick and simple onsite
servicing, which will save you time and
minimise disruption.

A complete stainless steel housing unit
is also available with either a removable
lockable hinged door or removable
lockable cover panel, suitable for either
a concealed or exposed wall mounting.

The valve features an anti-scaling
coating to all brass components within
the cartridge for durability in hard water
(high mineral content areas).

Find out more about Caroma’s new
TMV20 range at specify.caroma.com.au
– your one-stop-shop for all your spec
needs – or drop into your local Tradelink
branch.

The TMV20 range includes a Standard
Bottom Inlet, Standard Top Inlet,
Standard Bottom Inlet with Bypass and

Stock Run Out
Sale
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PRODUCT NAME

ITEM CODE

WELS

RRP
(EX GST)

PROMO PRICE
(EX GST)

SAVE
(EX GST)

Candide Wall Basin 1 Tap Hole

116110

$180.91

$90.00

$90.91

Escale Countertop Basin

115252

$1,090.00

$560.91

$529.09

Parliament Countertop Basin

115080

$271.82

$135.45

$136.37

Panache Basin Mixer

102782

4 star 7.5L/min

$262.73

$144.55

$118.18

Singulier Basin Mixer

119273

5 star 6L/min

$213.64

$112.73

$100.91

Singulier Tall Basin Mixer

119274

5 star 6L/min

$271.82

$143.64

$128.18

Symbol Tall Basin Mixer

115262

4 star 7.5L/min

$517.27

$271.82

$245.45

Margaux Tall Basin Mixer

119617

5 star 6L/min

$435.45

$230.91

$204.54

July Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

119314

5 star 6L/min

$290.00

$153.64

$136.36

Viteo/July Pin Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

119313

5 star 6L/min

$290.00

$153.64

$136.36

Wave Basin Mixer

102768

5 star 6L/min

$426.36

$225.45

$200.91

Fairfax Basin Lever Set

033230

3 star 7.8L/min

$450.00

$238.18

$211.82
$166.37

Falling Water Basin Set

033203

4 star 7.5L/min

$353.64

$187.27

Oblo Basin Set

119570

5 star 6L/min

$350.00

$185.45

$164.55

Purist Wall Mounted Basin Set

049550

4 star 7.5L/min

$390.00

$206.36

$183.64

Stillness Basin Set

049703

$535.45

$283.64

$251.81

Stillness Wall Mounted Basin Set

049704

$535.45

$283.64

$251.81

Escale Basin ( 1 Tap Hole)

115251

$522.73

$269.09

$253.64

Purist Basin

104854

$1,271.82

$770.00

$501.82

Ove Right Hand Wall Basin

115264

$317.27

$162.73

$154.54

Stillness Floor Mount Bath Filler

049735

$726.36

$384.55

$341.81

July Wall Mounted Bath Mixer

119316

$340.91

$206.36

$134.55

Viteo/July Pin Wall Mounted Bath Mixer

119315

$340.91

$206.36

$134.55

Purist Lever Hob Bath Set

049686

$771.82

$409.09

$362.73

Purist 90° Lever Bath Set

049691

$550.00

$290.91

$259.09

Stillness Wall Mounted Bath Set

049714

$680.91

$360.91

$320.00

Oblo Hob Mounted Bath Set

119569

$626.36

$331.82

$294.54

Revival Traditional Lever Bath Set

033214

$453.64

$240.00

$213.64

Laminar Wall or Ceiling Mount Bath Spout

115322

$917.27

$493.64

$423.63

Memphis Hob Mounted Bath Spout

102794

$226.36

$121.82

$104.54

Presquile Bidet

115033

$726.36

$362.73

$363.63

Escale Cistern

115296

4 star 3/4.5L

$340.91

$170.00

$170.91

Inwall Cistern (no frame or face place)

119561

$284.94

$141.82

$143.12

Inwall Cistern with Plate

115288

4 star 3/4.5L

$635.45

$317.27

$318.18

Opiaz Cistern

115294

4 star 3/4.5L

$253.64

$126.36

$127.28

Panache Cistern

115295

4 star 3/4.5L

$162.73

$80.91

$81.82

Reach Cistern

119620

4 star 3/4.5L

$98.55

$49.09

$49.46

Reve Cistern

119305

4 star 3/4.5L

$446.43

$222.73

$223.70

Escale Vario Pan

115289

4 star 3/4.5L

$508.18

$253.64

$254.54

Vario Opiaz Pan

115229

4 star 3/4.5L

$313.64

$156.36

$157.28

Reach Back To Wall Pan

119621

4 star 3/4.5L

$362.73

$180.91

$181.82

Reve Wall Faced Pan with Soft Close Seat

119307

4 star 3/4.5L

$886.00

$442.73

$443.27

Reve Wall Hung Pan with Soft Close Seat

119306

4 star 3/4.5L

$487.01

$242.73

$244.28

Formillia Viragio Wall Hung Pan

119645

4 star 3/4.5L

$731.82

$365.45

$366.37

Watertile Rain Shower Panel

115312

2 star 11L/min

$917.27

$497.27

$420.00

Reve Soft Close Toilet Seat

124354

$100.29

$60.00

$40.29

Steward Waterless Urinal

115297

$544.55

$280.00

$264.55

Stillness Wall Bath Spout

049734

$135.45

$72.73

$62.72

Oblo Wall Mounted Basin Set

119571

$317.27

$168.18

$149.09

T&Cs: Valid 1 October to 31 December 2015. Trade customers only. All prices exclude GST. Strictly while stocks last. All savings stated are off RRP ex GST.
Stock may vary from branch to branch but available by customer order. No rainchecks. Once it's gone, it's gone.

To order call 1800 PLUMBING or visit your local branch.
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The Price is Right?
Murray Thomas, CEO of Master Plumbers WA, reckons there’s
good reason why plumbers should be paid more than other
trades.
Tradies have been getting a bit of
flack in the media lately, particularly
plumbers in Western Australia
who are reported to be the most
expensive trade per hour.
Figures from serviceseeking.com.au
(as reported in The Western
Australia on 27 May) show that WA
plumbers were the most expensive
out of ten trades surveyed, charging
an average of $96.93 an hour.

For starters, plumbing is a highlyskilled trade – us plumbers have a
huge amount of technical expertise
that shouldn’t be discounted. And
it’s not like the whole $96 is going
straight into our pockets!
It’s not cheap running a small
business in this day and age –
you’ve got overheads like your
office/workshop space, vehicle
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Now, some of you are probably
thinking that $96 is a fair and
reasonable rate to charge for your
services, and a few of you probably
just spat out your coffee in disbelief
(and are now considering a move to
WA)!
While $96 might seem a little steep
to some, CEO of Master Plumbers
& Gasfitters Association of WA,
Murray Thomas reckons there’s
good reason why plumbers should
be paid more per hour than other
trades.
“Though the rate for a WA plumber
was higher than some trades, it is
reasonable given their technical
expertise and the cost of running a
small business,” he said.
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maintenance, and tools, plant and
equipment. Plus, you’ve got licence
and membership fees, WorkCover,
insurances and staff costs. Not to

mention other costs like advertising,
bookkeeping and admin.
“All of a sudden, $96.93 is looking a
little lean. Wouldn’t you agree?”
Murray said the question is: “How
can you not charge a fair rate for
your services, if you’re running a
service-orientated business that
is compliant with all statutory
requirements and is reliable and
professional?”
So, next time a potential customer
questions your hourly rate, perhaps
you can (politely) explain the costs
involved in running a professional
plumbing business. Encourage them
to get quotes from other plumbers,
but recommend they make their
decision based on reputation, not
price. Because we all know that the
cheapest quote is not always the
best job!

Why buy Decina
Products
• Decina is proudly 100% Australian
owned and manufactures 90% of
our product range in Australia
• Decina only use Sanitary grade
acrylic
• Steel rod reinforced bath rims to
prevent “tile popping”
At Decina we are all about design and
innovation with a wide choice of water
conserving bath shapes, low energy spa
bath technology and extensive shower
range

www.decina.com.au
Mintori Contour Spa Bath

M-Series Panel

Cascade Shower System

More to Like With New
Moora Tapware
When it comes to finding the perfect three-piece tapware set
for your next bathroom or laundry project, you can’t go past the
new Raymor Moora range.
Raymor’s Moora tapware sets are a
great option for homeowners looking
for something a little more refined and
stylish in their bathroom or laundry.
For the bathroom there’s the goodlooking Moora basin and sink set
featuring a stylish gooseneck spout,
while the bath and shower set scrub
up a treat. Complete the look in the
laundry, with matching washing machine
cocks and wall top assembly sets.
All products are constructed from
quality brass materials and finished in
bright chrome, and include a 15-year
warranty on ceramic disc SBAs (stuffing
box assembly), five-year warranty on
the body, one-year on seals and labour.

These great warranties across the range
are sure to make your customers happy!
You and your customers will love the
new Raymor Moora range with more
choice, more quality and more value.

Drop into your local Tradelink or
Northern’s Plumbing Supplies branch
or visit raymor.com.au to view the full
range.

Reusable Pressure Test Plug
Good News for Plumbers

Save time and money with Viega’s new reusable bronze pressure
test plugs.
Viega’s new reusable bronze pressure
test plugs are designed for pressure
testing of gas and water fittings. They’re
ideal for plumbers/installers testing the
pipework joints as either a preliminary
check on a section of piping or a final
quality check before going into service.
Viega’s test plugs can be reused
thousands of times. The alternative
would be to use permanent end caps,
which are cut out and thrown away after
testing – this is time consuming and
expensive.
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Being reusable means they have a
number of key benefits:
• They save both time and money.
• Piping sections can be tested quickly
and with minimal effort.
• They’re a highly effective and cost
efficient solution.
The plugs come in a range of
dimensions from DN15 to DN50 and
have a pressure rating of 1000 kPa max.
They also have an integrated valve for
bleeding lines.

The test plugs can be used with all Viega
Propress fittings. They’re designed to
be inserted into an un-pressed Propress
fitting end for pressure testing and can
then be removed after testing, leaving
the Propress end usable for a final press
connection.
Tradelink is the exclusive Australian
distributor of Viega Propress, so if you
want to check out Viega’s new reusable
bronze pressure test plugs, drop into
your local branch or visit viega.com.au.

Viega Propress.

Reliability. Reliability. Reliability.

Available exclusively from

viega.com.au

Reliability you can stake your reputation on!
Viega press technology delivers proven long-term joint reliability you can proudly stake your
reputation on …and it also means more work completed in the same time and less total cost.
All Propress fittings have the added advantage of the unique Smart Connect-Feature which
makes un-pressed connections easily detected during a pressure test. Propress fittings are
suitable for heated and chilled water systems, fuel gases and many other materials. If your lines
go into critical locations, don’t take risks, make the smart decision. Viega. A better idea!

Get Online and Get Noticed
The Internet is here for good, so why not use it to your
advantage?
Giving your business a real online
presence involves more than just
putting up a website with some
contact details. It means using
the Internet in numerous ways to
engage with your customers. These
may include Facebook, Twitter and a
blog. Don’t worry, you don’t need to
be on every social network though,
just the ones you think will work well
for your business.
The most important thing is, your
online presence needs to represent
your business. It should make your
customers like you and potential
customers want to give you a go.
There’s no need to go getting all
fancy – just be you. People hate
nothing more than fakes.
Despite what you’ve heard, creating
an online presence is not hard to
do. In fact it’s about as easy as
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So how do you get started?
The easiest place to start building
your online presence is with a
website. Ideally, it should be a few
pages whereby you explain who you
are, where you came from, how you
can help and your contact details.
It is important when you make this
website that you use keywords like
plumbing, pipes and your location
so that you can ‘optimise’ your
position in the search engine, aka
Google. For example if you use your

The next step is using social media.
Social media is a great way to reach
your current and potential clients.
It gives a face to your company. It
also gives you the opportunity to
be a little cheeky and show your
personality too. With the majority
of Aussies using at least one form of
social media on a daily basis, it’s an
opportunity you can’t afford to miss.
The key to using it well is to
offer people a steady stream of
information without bombarding
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pulling up a stool beside a mate in a
pub and having a chat. Just like the
pub, it’s a great place to build your
business. For example, next time
you do a great job for Joe Bloggs he
might write something about it on
Facebook. When one of Joe’s mates
has the same problem and reads
what Joe has written about you, that
mate of Joe’s is going to give you a
call. What’s not to like?
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keywords in the right way when
someone searches for say “plumber
in Brisbane, burst pipe”, an you’ve
used those same ‘key words’ on your
website, you could land yourself in
prime position at the top of Google’s
search results page. The fancy term
for this is search engine optimisation
(SEO) but it’s basically just a way
to make Google like you more than
other tradies in your area.

search

them with crap. It’s a place to plug
your business, give out some handy
hints, and let people contact you in a
timely and effective manner.
The most important thing is,
embrace this new way of life. It’s not
a fad, the internet is here for good
so why not use it to your advantage.
You can bet the plumber down the
road is.

BUSINESS KNOW-HOW

Be a Know-It-All
Know it all? Of course you do. But how do you tell your customers?
There’s a fine line between letting your
customers know that you’re qualified for
the job and sounding like a know-it-all.
The truth is, we have all been to a
job where an unqualified person has
had a crack at the plumbing and has
completely stuffed it up and, in some
cases, even caused a real health hazard.
This is why customers want to know
that you know your way around their
pipes. After all, you are dealing with
their home and they have the right to
know it’s in safe hands.
But how much do you tell them and
when do you say it?

This question is hard to answer, as it
really depends on how the conversation
is going between you and the customer,
how much you’ve already told them
about the job and what type of person
they are.
But, we think the best way to let the
average person know about your skills
and the runs you’ve already got on
the board is to drop it casually into
conversation. Face-to-face is best, but
over the phone on first contact will
work too. The most important thing is
to let them know without being asked.
This way, they won’t have to worry
about offending you by asking. It also
opens the door for them to ask more

Sporting Lessons
for Business
Small Business Commissioner,
Mark Brennan reckons that
small business owners can learn a lot
from successful sportsmen.
Here’s his winning tips.
As an unfulfilled sportsman and keen
armchair coach, I often find myself
thinking about what makes a good
sportsman (or sportswoman). Many of
these characteristics are also important
in running a successful business.
With the Rugby World Cup, US Open,
AFL grand final and Melbourne Cup all in
spring, now is a fitting time to share with
you some sporting lessons that apply to
business.

Follow the game plan. Like a coach
who creates and follows the game plan,
successful business owners develop
business plans. They understand their
environment, strengths and challenges
and prepare to ensure they are best
placed for success. Just as the coach
recognises that game plans need to
be flexible to changing conditions, you
should be willing to frequently review
and adapt your business plan.

questions. You’ve gained their respect
by being upfront with them and now
they feel like they can be the same way
with you.
It’s probably best to follow it up with a
reference to your website or just some
general info on your business. A good
example would be to tell them how
many years you’ve been working in the
plumbing industry and how often this
sort of problem arises, or how often you
do this kind of job.
People always feel better knowing
you’ve done the job before. It will put
their mind at ease without the need for
all the fluffy stuff.

Know the rules. Even if you’re the best
athlete, if you don’t know the rules you
won’t be successful. The same is true
in business. I strongly believe that no
business should fail through lack of access
to information. At asbc.gov.au there are
links to a range of resources to help small
businesses know about and understand
their regulatory compliance obligations.
Practice. Practice is the key to sporting
success, yes athletes have natural
abilities, but they also train hard and
hone their skills. Business owners
should do the same for themselves and
their employees. Training courses and
skills development is vital to business
success. Government, some industry
associations and Business Enterprise
Centres provide low cost business
training and mentoring.
The Australian Small Business
Commissioner provides information
and assistance to small businesses,
represents their concerns to
government and promotes a consistent
and coordinated approach to small
business matters.
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For ultimate
reliability and
efficiency –

Just add
water.
Rinnai’s extensive range of hot water systems cater for all domestic and commercial
environments. Each range has specific and unique benefits including high efficiencies,
water conservation, safety, versatility and guaranteed reliability.
Gas Storage Tanks

Electric Storage Tanks

Infinity Continuous Flow

- Vitreous enamel lined
steel tank
- Inbuilt anode protection
- Available in hard-water
anode variant
- 135 & 170L models
available

- Full range of capacities –
25 to 400 litres
- Standard sizing perfect
for emergency changeover
- Single or twin element
configurations
- Available in hard-water
anode variant

- Continuous hot water –
never runs out
- 12 year limited warranty
on heat exchanger
- Easy to install, Wireless
temperature controllers
available

Solar Systems
- Option of highly efficient flat plate
or evacuated tube collectors
- Electric boost or continuous flow
gas boost available
- Close coupled options also available

To see why Rinnai hot water systems have built a reputation
for quality and reliability, visit. rinnai.com.au

Recharging Your Most
Important Tool
Our ‘plumber from the trenches’, Matt Reynolds explains why it’s
important to recharge the most important tool in your kit – you!
Plumbers are tough. We pull on
the navy blue every day, roll up our
sleeves and head for the front line,
digging, plunging and brazing our
way through the day. We love our
tools and we love using them. There’s
certainly no shortage of new options
to furnish the back of the ute. But,
from deep in the trenches, it’s easy
to overlook maintenance of the most
important tool in our kits.

this can show up in many disruptive
ways.
A wandering focus is a sign we have
begun to lose both the capacity and
strength to be productive with the
current job on hand. Eventually, it
becomes near impossible to maintain
a good outlook on life and simply ‘feel
good’ every day.

haps
A well-built attitude is per
the greatest competitive
advantage you have as a
tradesman.
Once a taboo subject on the building
site, even the toughest of plumbers
now realise that your mindset is the
most important tool you carry. A wellbuilt attitude is perhaps the greatest
competitive advantage you have as a
tradesman.
Your mindset is simply your attitude,
which of course can be controlled, can
change over time and is subjective.
Professional sports teams and worldclass performers figured out long
ago that mindset is a key indicator of
success. As plumbers, we can draw
from these findings to make plunging
on the frontline not only a little easier
to endure but a whole lot more
enjoyable, productive and profitable
too.
If one of our tools runs out of power
it does not work and obviously needs
to be recharged. Unfortunately,
it’s a little more complex with that
strapping character you see in the
mirror each morning. The signs can be
harder to recognise because we can
still operate for a substantial period on
low batteries. We don’t visibly shut off,
but we do become less efficient and

game of golf,
spot of fishing or
weekend getaway.
Anything you find
that helps you
wind down from
the daily grind is
probably a step in
the right direction.

So, how do you
recharge your
batteries? Getting
a bit of R&R (rest
and relaxation) is
a good place to
start. Relaxation
is different
for everyone.
Perhaps it’s a

an opportunity or fall behind if they
put the tools down. But, unless you
are disciplined and step out of the
busyness, your mental resources will
inevitably become depleted, your
productivity will drop and you will lose
the long game anyway. There’s really
no downside to taking a break!
So, book in a time to put down the
shovel and recharge. We need more
plumbers who are mentally fit and
ready to take on all the challenges this
great game throws down the pipe.

The key is to schedule
your ‘recharge’ time
in your diary, so it
becomes a priority.
Because you’re far more
capable of taking on bigger
challenges and getting
more work done in less
time on when your battery
is full. You are also much
more likely to be happier
and feel good, creating a
ripple effect and passing
good vibes on to those
around you.
One of the common
fears about taking a
break, especially for high
performing people, is
they feel they may miss
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Work Safe Tips
Good housekeeping tips to reduce slips, trips and falls on
your sites.
Slips, trips and falls are one of the main hazards on a construction site, and the best way to prevent this hazard is with good site
‘housekeeping’.
First up, make sure there’s always
a clear procedure for delivery of
goods to site. Put up warning signs
and barricades around areas to
avoid and make a clear pathway
for delivery people to safely access
your site. If a delivery person is
injured on your site, you could be
held liable.

Always provide contact details
for the Site Manager to delivery
drivers, so they can make
arrangements to deliver at a
suitable time or when help is
available. This also helps to avoid
times when high-risk work may be
happening, such as excavation or
use of cranes.

If you’re the Principal Contractor,
you must make sure that people
entering the construction site have
been given a site specific induction
or are accompanied by someone
who has undergone a site specific
induction. Always keep records of
inductions and site visitors.

Your local Work Safe Authority will have online tools that you can download to help you manage safety on your construction site.
Visit safeworkaustralia.gov.au to find the regulator in your state or territory.

The Future of Plumbing
What’s in store in the future of plumbing? Will we be living like
The Jetsons?
Can you even imagine what the world
would be like without proper plumbing?
It’s something that we never think
about, but how would we survive?

will feature heavily. All of these things
will not only save us a bit of coin,
they might just help us to save the
environment too.

If you think back 50 years, the plumbing
systems they had in place would never
have coped; the old bucket in the shed,
the thunderbox, even the quality of the
drinking water wasn’t what it is today.

Every day, something new comes onto
the plumbing market. Here are a couple
of things that inventors currently have in
the pipeline (pardon the pun!):

It’s safe to say, things have definitely
changed for the better. Not to mention
how much sewage drainage and disposal
systems, flushing toilets and water
treatment plants have done to reduce
the spread of diseases. Diseases like
polio, cholera and the black plaque
were rife before modern plumbing was
introduced.

• The fog shower – a
shower that works by
creating a vapor flow with
microscopic droplets.
A sensor then aims the
vapor at the person
showering based on how
they are moving.

Now fast forward 50 years … What will
plumbing look like? Will we all be living
like ‘The Jetsons!’?
It’s clear that water conservation,
efficient systems and the use of solar
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• The WashUp Washer –
a washing machine that
works with the toilet
by emptying the soapy
water from the washing
machine into the toilet
to be reused.

One thing will stay the same though;
people will always need clean water
and ways to get rid of waste. So, rest
easy tonight, knowing that the need for
plumbing work will continue for many
generations to come.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

QLD

NSW

12 Oct Master Builders Industry Insight, Mackay
13 Oct MPAQ PIPE Trade Night, Kallangur
20 Oct Master Builders Industry Insight, 			
Rockhampton
3 Nov MPAQ Partners in Plumbing Melbourne Cup 		
Networking Lunch
6 Nov MPAQ Gold Coast Industry Golf Day

22 Oct
28 Oct
11 Nov
19 Nov

VIC

WA

9 Oct Master Plumbers Bendigo Golf Charity Day
10 Oct Master Plumbers Plumbing and Fire Industry 		
Awards Night
16 Nov Master Plumbers and Tradelink Business 		
Leaders Breakfast
2 Dec Master Plumbers Members Christmas 		
Cocktail Function 2015

13 Oct Master Plumbers WA Building Commission 		
Industry Forums, Bunbury
14 Oct Master Plumbers WA Building Commission 		
Industry Forums, Albany
17 Oct Master Builders-Bankwest Geraldton-Midwest
Excellence Awards
23 Oct Master Builders-Bankwest Corporate Sailing 		
Regatta
28 Nov Master Plumbers WA Awards for Excellence

Master Builders Roadshow, Campbelltown
Master Builders Trade Expo, Newcastle
Master Builders Trade Expo, Penrith
Master Builders Trade Expo, Nowra

Tipping Comp Winners
Well, another season of Tradelink’s famous Footy Fever
Tipping Comp has come to a close and the winners have been
announced.
Congratulations to all of our Footy Fever
winners. The top four winners in each
comp have won a JB Hi-Fi gift voucher
worth $5,000 (1st place), $2,500 (2nd
place), $1,500 (3rd place) or $1,000
(4th place).

NRL Winners

AFL Winners

1. Michael O'Hara
(Tradelink Branch Manager), 		
Clontarf Qld

1. Sam Gyawali, Hoppers Crossing Vic

2. Jeff Dale, Cairns Qld
3. Michael Bennett, Castle Hill NSW

2. Peter Goode, Somerton Park SA
3. Michael Lewis, Mount Barker SA
4. Cam Livens – Mildura Vic

4. Josh Dwyer, Caloundra Qld
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FUN FACTS
Fun Fact 1:

Fun Fact 2:

Fun Fact 3:

Excavations in the Orkney Islands in
the north of Scotland show drainage
systems dating as early as 3000 BC.
Lavatory-like plumbing systems were
fitted into recesses in the walls of
homes with drained outlets, and
liquid wastes were drained to areas
either under or outside of buildings/
homes.

Why are manhole covers round
instead of square? A round manhole
cover cannot fall through its circular
opening, whereas a square manhole
cover could be turned diagonally
and fall through. Circular manhole
covers are also easier to place back
into original position, and do not
need to be rotated for alignment.

The ‘Big Stink’ in London (1858–
1859) led to the installation of
large new sewers to deliver wastes
to the Thames River to a discharge
point downstream of the Parliament
Buildings. Queen Victoria was so
excited about the new larger sewer
tunnels that she ordered a small
rail line to be installed therein to
transport people through the sewer.

Source: Master Plumber Western Australia, issue 10, June 2015 & www.forbes.com

What’s Dirtier than Your Toilet?
If this story doesn’t get you reaching for the Dettol – nothing will!
Let’s start with the good news … the
toilet is one of the cleanest things in
any house! Who knew?
The reason is that your toilet is the
one item that is cleaned regularly
with antibacterial agents. However, it
seems that we’re not always so careful
with some of the other items we use
on a daily basis.
So, we’ve decided to make the humble
toilet shine by dishing the dirt on this
shortlist of other, dirtier everyday
items we live with.
Your smartphone and tablet
Have you ever bothered to disinfect
your smartphone or tablet? As if! And
I bet you take it to the john (come on,
we know you do!).
Studies have shown your smartphone
or tablet can have traces of up to 600
units of staphylococcus per swab;
compare this to the john and you
will only find about 20. If that’s not
enough, your smartphone or table can
also harbor the gastroenteritis virus
for up to a month.
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Your beloved beard
Chances are your Mrs is already on
your back about the cleanliness of
your beard, unless of course she
loves the hipster look. Well, don’t tell
her, but studies have shown that if
our water system contained as much
bacteria as the average beard it would
be shut down! So do us all a favour
and make sure you give your beard a
good shampoo every day.

leave your toothbrush on the counter
like most Aussies do – and the toilet
seat's up – you may be in trouble.

Your bath towel
What does a bacterium require to
grow? Organic material, heat and
moisture, and guess what your
bathroom has, all
three. Add some dead
skin cells and presto,
your bath towel is
bacteria heaven!

Now that we’ve got you cringing we’ll
stop. Grab some disinfectant and go
to town.

Your toothbrush
Unfortunately, your
toothbrush isn’t safe
either. It has been
documented that
when you flush the
toilet, tiny droplets of
water can move up to
six metres, so if you

The kitchen sponge
We’ll finish this story with the
kitchen sponge. It is potentially one
of the dirtiest things in your entire
household. It often harbors salmonella
and has been shown to be 200,000
times dirtier than the average toilet.

1.

One fitting for
Gas and Water.
Sleeve or crimp, we've got
you covered.

4.

PN20 rated.
Highest rating
with the highest
pressure available.

2.

Nice brass.

3.

Stronger leak-proof
ﬁttings all the way.

No re-tooling needed.
Use the approved
tools you've got.

5.

6.

More adapters
than the rest.
Fit-out versatility
makes it easy.

25-year warranty.
Supplier backed,
so we’ve got
your back.

